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Summer is here as we can all tell, just look at an outside thermometer.  Due to technical 
difficulties and very poor time management this correspondence is going out much later that it 
should have, but then on the other hand just be glad you are getting it now (lol).  Anyways, 
there should be all the tryout scores attached if you are getting this via electronic mail but for 
those of you who only get the snail mail version I may need to get it to you by alternative 
methods.  Or you could get a computer and log into the virtual world everyone is addicted too. 
 
The spring rendezvous and the cup matches were both successful except for the rain and heat 
intervening.  You either learned to swim or sweat depending on which one you were at. 
 
In the last year or so we have lost several members and found out about others that had passed 
several years ago.  I have also been hearing way to many stories of members with very serious 
health problems.  We need to keep up the great support for our fellow members and friends. 
One way of getting back in touch with some of our old time members has been suggested by 
the infamous Ralf “Itchy” Marcum.  He has proposed an old timer rendezvous at his place.  The 
idea is to get as many “old timers” (Even/especially those that have not been around in years) 
to get together for a memorable gathering to make new and rehash old tales of events past.  I 
have received the following message from Wallingford concerning this: 
 
Ralph Marcum gave me the following date for the Old Timer's Rendezvous. Sept 23 &24, 2011 
He told me that we can invite all Corps members and any type camping equipment was fine  
with him. He said that some could sleep in his Saloons, etc. just bring a sleeping bag. His 
sleeping facilities are limited so if someone plans to use his place call him in advance and make 
a reservation. His phone number is 606-287-3855 
Mailing address is: 
  
Captain Ralph Marcum 
299 Hooten Road 
McKee, KY 40447 
 
All that are interested in this should contact either Ralf or Charlie Wallingford 
 
Also Randy Wolf will be forging butt plates and t/guards at Boonesborough on Saturday 
morning Oct 1st. He would like for as many Corps members to come and observe as possible 


